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ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES OF GENERAL TYPE 
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Introduction. 

1 

In order to have any kind of classification theory for 

algebraic varieties, we need to consider in detail the case of 

varieties of general type. This in turn leads us to investigating 

the pluricanonical systems on such varieties. For surfaces, we 

have a number of vital results concerning these linear systems; 

in particular, we know that a canonical model exists, and that the 

5-canonical system defines a birational morphism onto its canonical 

model. It is this that enables us for instance to construct a 

coarse moduli space for surfaces of general type. 

It is therefore natural to ask whether any of these results on 

pluricanonical systems generalize to higher dimensions. In general 

the answer would appear to be No, but it would also seem (especially 

in dimension 3) that there are redeeming features. The present 

paper therefore considers these questions for dimensions ~ 3, 

pointing out the similarities and the differences compared with 

the case of surfaces. 

The. author is spending the academic year 1979/80 at the 

University of Kyoto, funded by an Overseas Research Fellowship 

from the Royal Society, England. He would like to thank all the 

mathematicians at Kyoto, in particular Professors Nagata and Ueno, 

for helping to make his stay a most enjoyable and stimulating one. 
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Part I : Preliminaries, and the case of surfaces. 

Let V be a smooth, compact algebraic variety of dimension d 

defined over k = C. If L is an invertible sheaf on V, then L 

corresponds to a divisor class Cl(D), and the complete linear 

system JDI is given by the zeros of the sections s " HO(V,L）・

If HO(V,L）ヂ O, choose a basis s0 , •... , sN, and define 

a rational map <lb = 中L : v －ー剛愉帽＞ J>N by 

x←一一＞ (s0(x); ・....; SN (x〕）．

This is a morphism outside the base locus of IDJ. 

Definition 1.1. Let N(V,D) denote the set of positive integers 

n such that HO(V,nD）戸 0. We define the D-dimension K(V,D) of V 

I 柵開 if N(V ,D〕= ~ 
by K(V,D〕＝ ./ 

I max ｛札n(V)} otherwise. 
¥... n正 lN(V, D) ,..., 

d 
On V we have the canonical sheaf w.v= "v of regular d-forms on V, 

with a corresponding di visor KV' The Kodair>αdimension K(V) of V 

is then defined to be k〔V,KV〕. We say that Vis.of gener>aZ主ype

if k〔V) = d ; i.e. V is of general type if and only if 中ml( is 
山日v

generically finite for some positive m. 

Example 1.2. In the case of curves, V is of general type if and 

only if the genus g〔V) :<: 2. Note that匂 itself is generically 

finite, and is an isomorphism if and only if V is not hyperelliptic. 

The map 中ZKis an isomorphism if and only if g (V〕＞ 2, and 匂xis 

always an isomorphism. 

Now recall the following result of Iitaka (see [5] or [12)). 
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Theorem 1.3. Let V be a variety of dimension d and Kodaira 

dimension K.τhen主hereexists a fibre space f : V -+ W such that 

V ~ V (bi rationally equivalent〕，

w .~中nK(V) for sufficiently large n € N (V, Ky), and 

K（すw)= 0 for the general fibreすwof f ：智－＋ W. 

(By definition, a fibre space is a proper surjective morphism of 

smooth varieties with connected fibres ）．日

Therefore, we see that in order to obtain a classification 

theory for algebraic varieties, we need in particular to study 

the cases when K(V）ぉ d, 0 and -00. In this paper we concentrate 

on the first case. 

From (1.3), we see that if V is of general type (i.e. ¢rnK is 

generically finite for some m), then 中nKis birational for n 

sufficiently large. We can however be more precise than this. 

Proposition 1. 4. If全nKis generically finite and not a double 

cover of I'd (say P (V) > d+l) then 争 isbirational. 
m ’〔dm+l〕K

Pr>oof. See [13] or [14）.口

Remαrks 1. 5. 

(a) We need to exclude the case when ¢rnK is a double cover of I'd 

consider for example the case of a curve of genus 2. 

(b〕 Thereexist surfaces with 争ZKgenerically finite 〔andP2 > 3〕，

but 争4Knot birational ; e.g. any surface whose minimal model has 

K2富 1and pg= 2 (see {8], Proposition ・4・7）・

(c) There exist threefolds with 中ZKgenerically finite (and P2> 4), 

but 中6Knot birational (see [13]). 
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Let us now consider the case of surf aces of general type ; for 

such a surface S, recall the following facts 

Fαct 1. S has an absolutely minimal model (unique up to isomorphism〕．

F’αct 2. If S is rr 

without fixed points for n sufficiently large. In fact, it can be 

shown that JnK5J is without fixed points for n 記 4 (see [ 1］〕. Thus 

for any surface S of general type, ¢nK is a morphism for n ~ 4. 

0 
Fact 3. τhe canonical ring R[S] ＝費量OH (S,nKs〕is a finitely 

generated ring over k. This follows from Fact 2, using a theorem 

of Zariski (see Mumford appendix to (16]). 

Fαct 4. Given that R[S] is finitely generated over k, we can 

construct a cαnonicaZ modeZ of S, X ＝立~日［SJ. We now put 

(m〕
R [SJ = ~~o H (S,nmK5). Since R[SJ is finitely generated, we 

deduce that RC怒） [S］器受註OHO(S，滋KS〕n for m sufficiently large, 

i.e. 幸治K : S + Wm 宮 X. It is shown in fl] that Wm"' X for m ~ S, 

and so in particular 中mKis birational for m 註 5.

On S, we have a formula for the plurigenera, 

Pn(S) = xCOs〕＋ 1/2(n-l)nK82 for n > 1, 

where S is the minimal model of S. The problem of classification 

up to birational equivalence then reduces down to classifying a 

2 N 
specific type of surface of degree 25まさ in P , where 

N = lOK52 + xCOs ）”1. This leads to the construction of a coarse 

moduli space for surfaces of general type (as described in [9] 

and [ 4]). 
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主主.!...J.!.: The case of threefolds, and higher dimensions 

We now consider whether the facts stated for surfaces of 

general type in Part I of this paper can be generalized (in some 

form) to higher dimensions. As before, V is a d-dimensional 

variety of general type, where we are now interested in the 

case d 主 3.

Question I. In general, does there exist an absolutely minimal 

model of V ? 

The answer to this question is No, even for threefolds of general 

type. 

（＊〕 Supposethat we have a diagram 
f1/ ~f2 

of birational morphisms between 

smooth threefolds. 

Suppose that on W there is a smooth surface S which has a min-

1 1 
imal model 1P x 1P ; we therefore have morphismsτi:S+1P 

1 1 
〔i= 1, 2〕corresponding to the two projections from P × P 

Finally we suppose that fils ＝甘i ・ Takingrelatively 

minimal models of v1 and v2 will then in general give two 

non-isomorphic relatively minimal models of W. 

The reader will find examples of the above typ e 〔＊） constructed 

explicitly in [2] ; in these examples, the morphisms fi are 

1 1 blow-ups of smooth rational curves on V. , and so S "' 1P x 1P 
1 

The type of example described in 〔＊） will cause problems in a 

number of contexts ; we shall for instance meet it again in Quest-

ion 2. Compare also the following result of Frumkin [3]. 
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Proposition 2.1. Given a birational morphism f : X + Y of smooth 

threefolds, there exists a threefold x’and a morphism h : X’＋ X, 

where h factors into blow-ups of points or smooth ra左手。πaZ curves, 

and f oh : X’＋ Y factors into arbitrary blow網 upsof smooth 

subvarieties. 日

Question 2(a). Does there exist a model of V for which JnKJ is 

fixed point free for some n ? 

The answer to this question is No ; there are examples of threefolds 

of general type where, for all smooth models V, then-canonical 

system JnKyl has fixed components for all n (see [10] and [11］〕．

Question 2(b). For a d欄 foldV of general type, does・ there exist 

a smooth model for which the n-canonical system is base point free 

(i.e. defines a morphism) for all n sufficiently large ? 

This question is very closely related to the fundamental Quest-

ion 3, concerni碍 thecanonical ring R[V］躍もoH0cv,nまy)・ A 

weaker form of Question 3, would be to ask whether R[V] is finitely 

generated under the assumption that the answer to・QuestionZ(b) 

is Yes ; even this however seems to be a very difficult question. 

The converse to this weaker form of Question 3 is easy. If 

R[V] is finitely generated, then the answer to Question Z(b〕isYes. 

(m) 
To see this, simply take m such that R [V] is generated by its 

0 degree 1 ter汲s (i.e. by H (V ,mKv〕〕， andresolve the base locus 

of JnKyl for血豆 n < Zm. It is then easy to verify that the 

resulting model has the required property. 

話4.6
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Questiqn 2(c). In the case of surfaces, lnKvl was base point free 

for n sufficiently large and for any model V. Does this generalize 

at all to higher dimensions ? 

If V is a threefol'd of general type with R (VJ finitely 

generated, then we do have a suitable generalization. 

Proposition 2.2. If Vis a threefold of general type with R(V] 

finitely generated, then lnKv I is base point free for n sufficiently 

large, apart from threefolds arising from examples of type (*). 

In particular, if怠 isa base curve of lnKv I for arbi tr呈rily

large n, then B must be rational. 

In the second example constructed in [2], the mobile part 

of lnKv21 on v2 meets the rational curve甘2(S) in a finite number 

of points for n sufficiently large. It then follows easily that 

on v1 ’the rational curve官l(S〕mustbe a base curve of lnKv11 

for all n sufficiently large ．’fhus the counterexamples in 〔2.2〕

do actually occur. The proof of (2.2) is postponed until later. 

Ques t五on J. If V is a d剛 dimensionalvariety of general type, is 

the canonical ring R[V] finitely generated ? 

As things stand, there is not yet enough evidence to indicate 

whether we should try to prove that R[V] is finitely generated in 

general, or to find an example where it is not. I would like to 

quote here some results which will indicate some of the problems 

involved (see [15] for proofs and further details). 
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Proposition 2.3. Let D be a divisor on an algebraic variety W 

of dimensionム whereに（W,D〕＝ d. Let R[W,D］篠宮~o tt0cw,nD〕；

8 

then R[W,D] is finitely gener呈tedif and only if there exists m迂1

and a blow-up f ：首＋ W with B = f*D, such that the map 九iDon冒

is a biration:al morphism which contracts every fixed component 

of lmBI. 口

If R[W,D] is finitely generated, it is in fact sufficient 

(rn) O 
to take m such that R [W,D] ＝色。 H (W,nmD) is generated by 

its degree 1 ter怨s, and then resolve the base locus of i霊1DI (see 

[ 1 S] , and cf. [ 10]) • 

Corollary 2.4. The canonical ring R[V] of an algebraic variety 

of general type is finitely generated if and only if there exists 

m註1and a birationally equivalent model V, such that the map 中mKす

on V is a birational morphism which contracts every fixed 

component of I mKv I .日

τhe above result leads us to ask about the irreducible divisors 

on V which are fixed components of !nKyl for al~ n i;: N(V,Ky). It 

is easy to see that ifお issuch a component, then Pg(E〕＝ 0. In 

the case when Vis a threefold, we can say rather more (see [15]), 

although it is not yet known whether or not K（怠）揖・∞．

Let us now concentrate on the case of threefolds of general 

type ; if in general the answer to Question 3 is then No, any 

examples with R[V] not finitely generated will necessarily be far 

more complicated than the known examples where R[V,D] is not 

finitely generated for some divisor D (see [16] and [7］〕．

2,s 
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Proppsi ti on 2. 5. Let V be a threefold of general type. For all n 

sufficiently large, suppose that I nKvl has no base locus, and the 

fixed components are smooth and disjoint. Then the canonical ring 

is finitely generated. 0 

The above result shows that in the仁aseof the canonical ring 

(unlike the known examples wher'e R[V,DJ is not finitely generated〕，

any counterexamples will depend crucially on the fixed components 

interacting with one another. Note that we may consider a base 

curve as a fixed component merely by blowing it up. 

Question 4. Does there exist N (independent of V〕suchthat 

中 isbirational ? 
NKV 

Recall, by (1.4), this is if and only if there is an n 

(independent of V) such that 中nK is generically finite. For d壬2,
v 

t)le answer to号uestion4 is of course Yes. Let us therefore 

consider the case when dim(V）離3. Furthermore, let us assume that 

R[VJ is finitely generated. 

Recall first the following result of Matsusaka [6]. 

Proposition 2.6. If X is a normal projective variety of dimension d, 

0 d愉 1d 
D an ample divisor on X with h (nD) > d・1+ n D , then ¢nD 

generically finite. 口

Remark 2. 7. If we apply (2.6) and (1.4) to the case when V is a 

canonically polarized thr号efold, we can deduce immediately that 

中ZSKis birational 〔see [13］〕. Note that a threefold of general 

type is canonically polarized if and only if Kv・C> 0 for all 

curves Con V (see [14]). 
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Returning however to the case when V is an arbitrary threefold 

of general type with R[V] finitely generated, we shall see that 

the answer to Question 4 is ’al読むst certainly ’ No ; this is due to 

a specific reason shown by Reid in [10]. We shall now quickly 

summarize the relevant results from [10]. 

Given that R[V] is finitely generated, we have a canonical 

model X = I!:£i_kR [V] , which is easily seen to be normal. Choosing 

(m) 
m such that R [V] is generated by its degree 1 terms, we have 

らK : Vー・〉～＂＇ X. By resolving the base locus of !mKvl , we 

may assume 争＝争mま is a morphism on V. It then follows without 

difficulty that <PmK contracts down the fixed components of I mKV I 

(see(2.3)). 

Now let wx denote the sheaf of differentials (i.e. cl-forms 〕

[n] 
on X regular in codimension 1, and wX denote the sheaf of 

n網 differentialsregular in codimension 1. The above reasoning 

shows 山 t there exists 源以hw*m] is invertible, and corresponds 

to a hyperplane section of X "' 工怒｛もK〕．

Let r be山 mi山 umm 山 h that w~m] is加 ertible ; it is 

an easy lemma山 tif w*n] is invertible for some n， 山n r 

divides n. We call r the index of V (a birational invariant). 

Let rKx be山仙isoron X correspondi時 tow*r] ; we define 

Kx = (rKX〕/r € Q ・ By computing Pmr+l(V) 輔 ho (V, Kv+m争会（rKx〕）
3 3 

by means of Riemann切及。ch, and using the vanishing theorem of 

3 3 
Grauert-Riemenschneider, we see that P (V) - (l/6)n Kv÷O(n ) 

’ n λ  

for large n. 

3 
If therefore we can find V with Kx arbitrarily small, then we 
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see that the answer to Question 4 is No. It is shown in [10] that 

there exist V of arbitrarily high index, and that one can write 

3 
down threefolds with for instance K = 1/10. Thus, it seems x 
almost certain that (here exist threefolds with arbitrarily small 

K~ , in which case the answer to Question 4 would be No・

Let us digress here to give the promised proof of (2.2). 

PPoof of (2.2). Using Theorem 6.2 of [16), we need only consider 

the case of baseσurves. Suppose that there is a curve B on V 

such that we can find n arbitrarily large with B a base curve of 

I nKv I. Then I claim that V arises from an example of type （吋．

(m) 
We choose m so that R [V] is generated by its degree 1 ter認5

αnd B is a base curve of lmKvl. By blowing V up in points, we 

may assume that B is smooth. 

Now blow V up in B, obtaining f : V’ 一一＞ V and a surf ace m’ 

on v’which is ruled over B. Consider the base locus of lmKv, I. 

If there is a base curve B’such that f(Bを〕＝B,then we repeat the 

proceedure. 日ventually,we obtain a smooth threefold W, containing 

a smooth curve C which is a base curve of lmK I ; moreover, if we 
I W' 

blow W up in C, say g : W’＋ W, there does not exist a base curve 

of I mKw, I whose image under g is C. Let S' denote the surface 

on w’corresponding to C on W ; S警 istherefore ruled over C. 

Now resolve the base locus of JmKw1J, say h ：宵＋ w’・ On首，

the linear system Ji試前Ihas no base locus, and the morphism 4mK 

contracts down all the fixed components (see (2.3〕 again).

Let S be the surface on W corresponding to s’on W’； thus S 

話51
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is birationally ruled over C. Clearly S is a fixed component 

of lmK冒I,and so it is contracted by 中mK冒. From our assumption 

on the base curves of IrばW'I and since C is a base curve of ｜凶wI, 

we deduce that the general fibre F of S over C is not contracted 

by ¢mK・ Thusthe morphism中mK ：育－＋ X contracts S down to a curve 

!:::. on X, but does not contract the general fibre F of S -+ C. In 

particular therefore, the curve !:::. is rational. 

From Corollary 1.14 of [10], apart from at a finite number of 

points, every point on!:::. has an analytic neighbourhood which is 

either non-singular or isomorphic to 〔rationaldouble point)x JA1. 

Thus S is birationally ruled over !:::., and the mobile part of !mK首｜

meets S in fibres of this ruling. As rational singularities do 

not affect adjunction, and S is a fixed component of !mK冒I,it 

follows that we can (generically〕contractS down to a curve C’ 

of smooth points, in such a way that the general fibre F of the 

ruling S -+ C is mapped surjectively onto C’． 

We may assume that C’i s a smooth curve, and we can resolve 

the indeterminacies of the map involved, obtaining a diagram of 

the form 

日／＋＊~v
jンw~i

where 
〆＼ν

is now of 

type (*). 

Moreover, a general fibre F’of S -+ C’maps surjectively onto C, 

and thus C is rational. This in turn implies that our original 

base curve B is rational. 口

2~2 
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Finally, we return to Question 4. Given a threefold V of 

general type with R[V] finitely generated, what can we say about 

N SUぬ that 争NKis tiirational ? 

Theorem 2.8 .. There exists a polynomial Q(x) with rational coeff-

icients, such that for n sufficiently large, 

Pn(V) = Q(n〕＋ term of period r . 

Furthermore, there exists N 盟 N〔号，r) (depending only on the index r 

and the polynomial Q) such that 中NKVis birational・

P:t>oof. The first part comes from a more careful version of the 。
above calculation of Pmr+l(V) = h 〔v, Kv+m争鳴（rKX)) (see [10]). 

The second part then follows easily using 〔1.4) and ( 2. 6〕．

For more details, see [ 14]. D 

Conjeatu:t>e 2.9. The value of N such that 中NKis birational 

depends only on the index r. 

The above conjecture is the natural generalization of the 

results for surfaces of general type and for canonically polarized 

threefolds. In both these cases the index is 1, and so it is no 

surpr.ise that there exists an N which is independent of the 

variety chosen. 

泣き3
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